
Minutes Literature Quarterly Meeting 10.1.2022 to

Present: Christine B, Chair, Greg R, Lit Eval Chair, Ralph B, Lit Eval Vice Chair Brad H, ComLine
Chair, Alaska, Lit Eval member, and Sue V, Publishing liaison. Also guests: Mary Jo, Erin, Laura.

Christine presented a spreadsheet of literature in progress and asked for feedback about
clarity and anything missing.

Comments:
Good idea to put on our website
Clarify Group Con means Group Conscience (changed to Readers Meet)
Add YWB ballot passed to add questions in second half.

Christine will send to Literature in Development
Brad H volunteered to improve cosmetics of the list.
Add meeting date scheduled for Lit Eval to review documents.

Issues:
1. Lit Eval is down to Greg R and two members. We are actively

Recruiting, but with no results.  We sent out an email to 20 prospective
Volunteers. Only 3 responded.  All declined due to workload or not enough
Time in program.
Laura suggests we come to Volunteer day, Nov 5 to recruit.

2. Lit Eval meets only once a month.  We are looking at alternatives.
3. Assembling comments and putting into categories (1. Must change, 2, strongly

recommend change, 3. Suggestions) has been done only by Greg R. Greg is looking at
asking team leaders to take a bigger role.

4. Concern that putting a date in the spreadsheet will lead to expectations/upset if the
date is not met.

5. Recruiting more diverse readers by personal contact also slows the process.

We reviewed a list of possible demographic questions to ask readers.

No suggestions for addition/deletion.
Process:  Have Lit Eval approve; then sent to Lit Com on 10.15.
Once approved, find the Survey (in Zoho docs) to include as optional questions.
Question:  Can we rebuild a survey form in another platform?

Yes, but the results spreadsheet will then be split into the old form and new.


